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"Lenny Bruce is 3 Nazio”

It certainly has been a long tine since the last issue of Sam. I 
almost might have regretted the delay had I had time to afford that 
emotional luxury□ Or had I had subscriberso

As usual, I had to consider my education above all other consider
ations 5 the choice was easy because I didn’t have much spare time 
anyway o

But, no more<, Now, all is changed; I am now an almost totally free 
man in a free enviromento It°s a strange thing to be free of the 
rigid framewoik of the educational system (yes9 I graduated)o It °s a 
strange thing to keep looking in my mailbox for draft notices,.

Of course, leaving a familar environment has its drawbacks; there 
are the reflections that I could have worked harder (though my average 
was ”A” at the end of the term), there is the feeling that I vould’ve 
liked another year to tie up loose ends, there is the feeling that I 
should’ve made a pass at a certain girl (but it would’ve never worked 
out; she was Illustration, I was Advertising)e

Now I am pounding the pavements with my portfolio, with a whole 
long list of places to go and people to see* Jobs are tight in. the 
ad field during the summer, but sooner or later I“11 have a job—and 
that will be very nice.

At my request, rich brown has written an article on Ayn Kando IDve 
read "For The New Intellectual”, got rather excited and now have a 
whole flock of Rand books that share an equal place of honor with 
Srich Fromm; it may be an uneasy truceo

Also at my request, Al Lewis (EC)--my former coeditor—has agreed 
to write an article on Bernard Wolfe" s "Limbo” (or "Limbo ”90") -, There 
are several stories as to why I started publishing a fanzine; well, I 



won°t bore you with most of them, but I will say that after my 
first reading of Wolfe’s novel (I was seventeen at the time) I 
was filled with the evangelical urge to Tell The World all about 
Science Fiction0s Unrecognized Geniuso "By golly/’ I thought9 
evangelitelly, "I will have to publish a fanzine first because I°m 
such an awful writer nobody else would print my reviewo"* And I 
guess that°s as good a reason as any as to why Sam got startedo

However, you won’t be reading the review by me; I8m too busy., 
and also a lazy bumo Instead9 Al Lewis, former coeditor of this 
fanzine (remember him^ folks?)^will be doing the reviewn I’ve set 
very few restrictions on Al, merely telling him to write the article 
as if Wolfe was Science Fiction1's Unrecognized Genius0

Unfortunately, Al°s review of "Limbo" will not be in this issue? 
FAPA and the Fanzine Foundation have been beckoning to this guy so 
he has forgotten where his loyality should lie0 Besides, there’s 
rich brown’s artiste; 20+ pages of seriousness—good grief9 that’s 
too many! Next issue though,
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Andy Main wins the Goojie Fie Award for this issueo Due to 
Mr,, Main’s Wise Counsel you are reading this issue of Same

People are no doubt aware that Sam has had its duplication 
problems--this is a truism—, in fact sometimes it sure was a 
c©lssal drag to get an issue out, even though—’in the cases of #9 
& #10—the results wei?e okayo However9 the worst most ghastly 
problem came up last week when I had to run off a small number of 
pages for another one of those Secret Apas; I got fifteen barely 
legible copies per page* This was indeed a big problem until Mr., 
Main pointed out a small valve and suggested that it was full of 
crud, thus blocking the easy flow of Eaton Allen Corporation 
Duplicating Fluid—and sure enough, the valve was full of crude 
!.Vhen I removed the mess I tested the machine & was pleased to note 
that the fluid was leaping out of the distributer pipe with glad 
shouts □ So I think, that Andy Main should win the Goojie Pie award.,

I wanted to keep this editorial section in the realm of deep & 
serious & boring navel inspection ("Are you a member of the Navel 
club? No? Then turn in your Belly-button!") leaving other kind of 
stuff to "Second Thoughts", but I can’t resist reprinting the 
following Joy that I got in the mail?
"Dear Brother?

Pei'haps you have heard of me and my Nationwide Camp
aign in the cause of Temperenceo Each year, for the past 14 years, I §ave made a tour of the States and delivBuedL.a series of lectures 
on "THE EVILS OF DRINKING"0

On these tours I have been accompanied by my young friend Herman 
Forsythe., Herman was a pathetic case, a young man of good family & 
fine background whose life was ruined because of excessive indulgence 
in gin, whiskey and the demon rumn

Herman would appear with me at my lectures and sit on the platform 
drooling at the mouth and staring at the audience through blank eyes 
while I pointed him out as an example of what drdnk could doo

Unfortunately, Herman has died, and I was wondering if you^ocU'
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Title Envy: I am, and always have been (and always will be), a 
Title Envier, although we all know that Envy is The Worn That 
Feeds Upon The Roots of Virtueo I am (he said modestly) a man 
of small imagination when it comes to giving things sparkling 
titles well worth the plaudits of the fannish community, I have, 
of course9 tried the dictionary method9 but when turning the pages 
at random and blindly stabbing out at random I inevitably wind up 
with things like “Bunsen burner'’, “representation", “Moscow", etc. 

In fact, the very fact that I gave my own fanzine a people 
dame is an indication of my desperate state (disappointed that 
there’s nothing esoteric behind “Sam”?)., Titles for fanzine 
departments are even more unfertile fields for me to plow, and I 
can only sit back and gnash my teeth at such beauties as “Tailgate 
Ramble", “strange Fruit", “Uffish Thots", "Absolute Xero", and' 
"Letters" (the latter being a title I’ve stolen for my own letter
column) o In desperation I decided to consult an outside source that, 
to my knowledge, no other fan has previously used; the TV Guideo

I found interesting stuff,, Should I want to, I could cell my 
o oumo o oeditorials “.Vord of Life", “Experiences in English”, or 
"What’s My Line"., The lettercol could be called “Time Out for 
Sports", "Opinionated Men", or “Community Dialogue“o

The possibilities may be limitlessI haven’t even begun to 
consider "Profile: New Jersey", "Saga of western Man", "Bible 
Puppets", or "Senate News Conference

"Recently somebody asked me why I’m a science fiction 
enthusiasts This question comes up so often that I’ve
formulated a standard answer: ’Because I am a mental incompetantn0“„

Interview with £ Southern Aristocrat: “Hello folks, this is Joe, 
the guy who interviews famous people every week for televisiono 
Today I’m down south to interview ’Colonel’ Harvey Morgan, owner of 
Morgan trucking, Morgan hotels, Morgan real estate, Morgan Food 
Distribution, and The Morgan Home news0 "Colonel’ Morgan is also 
sheriff, justice of the peace, and mayor of Morganville, a booming 
sharecropper town on the heart of the Missipippio" 
Morgan: "Yes, Joe, we’re very happy hereo"



Joe; "I imagine that carrying all the important unties that you 
do can raise quite a few problems * ’’

"Yessir, Joe, it’s an wful responsibility, but 1 do my bestn 
As justice of the peace I wed both black and white with equal 
graceo“

“Which reminds me; speaking as a prominent southerner, do you 
have anyoootrouble here?"

"Wo sir, we are all^gKg(Xery happy here in Morganville„ Our people have very littlef andcif they do, why I just step in and 
set matters to rightso If other people followed our example the 
world. ‘would be a very happy place to live in. But what can you 
expect from the Federal government?"

"I take it you0re unhappy with the Federal government?"
"Well sir, I’m a loyal American, loyal as the next, I expect« 

But the Federal government. o»oheh.. They call me a dictator, but 
what does that mean? —Jealousy! Yes sir, they just wish they had 
it as good as our folks here in Morganville!"

"What do you think of the recent Civil Rights movement taking 
place her® in the South, ’CoIa’ Morgan?"

"We’ve had nothing immoral take place here in Morganville, and 
we don’t want any Federal inspired agitators stirrin’ up our folks * 
However, if they do try anything we’re ready for themo We’ve built 
some boats, and we’ll f|oat those Federal people right down the 
river to prisono"

"Prison?"
“Well, it actually used to be a Spanish forto It’s honeycombed 

with little underground cells where the Spanish used to store their 
ammunitiono The walls are five feet thicko"

"What a strange placeo What's it used for now?"
"Well Joe, we used to store my cattle there, but the ’sketers 

are so thick that the cattle would inhale ’em and strangle to 
deathe" I ’

"You make cigars too, don’t you sir?" (Joe takes out a cigar, and 
then searches for matches <>')

"Here, Joe, have a lighto"
"Thankso Mmmmooo ?!OOOnSay, your lighter,o*oit plays Dixie I"
We interrupt this programc



^TEVER HAPPENED TO LESLIE NIRENBERG?“s A while back,, when I was 
ng, or reading,—-or something-—, the phone range
So I picked it up0 “Hello?” I said*
”St>ve, baby? This here’s Les Nirenberg 1“
Leg Nirenberg, idol of the DisCon! “Les! Calling me all the 

way f om Canada! What an honor!"
“Nj, they call it 0Greenwich Village0 around these parts5 however 

you nay call it ’Canada0 if you wish* At any rate, I just finished 
talkmfe to Lenny Bruce, and now I’m calling you.,"

I carefully digested this, feeling there was egoboo for me there 
somewhereo Anyway, it seemed that the editor of The Panic Button, was in town ahd wanted to know Wwhere°s the action, man?", I 
considered this0 "I really couldn’t say, Les——I’ve been looking, 
buEoooo Well, there’s a swell movie playing at 59th street*“

Les Nirenberg eventually decided that he hadn’t come to New York 
to see a movie,, "Well,” I said, "there’s a Fanoclast meeting this 
cming Friday nightn"

"Crazy0“ said Leso
After finishing our conversation ("Hey, uh, did Lenny say anything 

lirty?"), 1 dialed Ted White and told him the newso
"Crazyo" said Tedo
F iday came, and I arrived early at the 'White residence, fully 

expecting to see Nirenberg slouching on one of the chairs and 
engaged in stunningly hilarious dialogueo He wasn’t thereo It was 
8.?03 "Les hasn’t arrived yet*" said Ted Whiteo Soon it was 9?J0, 
and in a half hour it was lOsOO* Still no Nirenbergo "He’s probably 
lute*" 1 told Tedo At lOsJO most of the Fanoclasts had arrived, and 
as each one entered the apartment I told him/her that "Les Nirenberg 
will be here any minute now-—=he told me so himself!"

Les Nirenberg never did show up that night„
Now my name is Mud; I am now known as NY fandom’s spreader of 

misinformation* Now the fans are saying things like "Well, Steve, 
will Bob Heinlein be at the next meeting?" and "'What do you hear 
from John Campbell?" and things like that* I think they think I 
make things up!

But I don’t ci and I just can’t understand why things turned out 
the way they dido Why, I gave Les very specific instructions on how 
to gee to Ted’s from where he was; "First you takeOoOnow let me 
thinkooothe, urn, Sea Beach Train—or is it the Woodlawn?—well, it’s 
somewhere on the IRT line-—-to, uhooon"

“M&M milk chocolate melts in your mouth, not in your hando 
Unless your hand is as warm as your mouth!"-—Ro Holland*

FREE PLUG? I recieve an interesting little publication called 
the BROWNSTONEn It’s mimeographed legal-length devoted to all sorts 
of Causes, and although I don’t dig that sort of thing I find the 
chatter interesting, and occassionally there’s some Neat bits of 
satireo For those interested, sub rates are 2*00 a year for NYers 
and Jo00 for foreigners* A sample copy may be provided upon request 
The address is 601 West 115th street, NYC 10025-



•?he Theatres Recently (five months ago), nes Gerber, Calvin Demmon, 
Esther Davis and I had the unusual experience of witnessing a 
play by Alfred Jarry, he of 1 pataphysioue fame* There isn t much 
to tell that hasn’t already been told in Mnac, except that Alfred 
Jarry once tried to flush the ashes of a dead friend a own a toilet. 
It was, you must admit, the surrealistic thing to do*

I had been walking a few yards, when suddenly I was confronted 
with the yummy sight of a strawberry blond who sparkled and 
twinkled* It is a rare thing to meet a twinkling girl vzho isn’t 
Serious and concerned with Becoming Free* They all sit around

Coventry: Coventry is a curious never-never land where, truly, 
tae imagination can roam free* It is the land where when you 
wish upon a star all sorts of things happen to you and you can 
never go home again* Come then, let us fly away to that swell 
twilight county where things that nsver will be are* Oi' something 
to that order*

"Welcome to Disneyland"
I had been drawing spacemen all day when 1 happened to go 

into my closet* Ahen the door closed, strange cornavel music 
started and bright lights obscured my vision* I’m Samo

I opened my eyes* The first thing I saw was green*
"You must be new here," said the chipmunk, "you look stupid*" 
"Are you a real chipmunk?” I asked*
"Of course not; I’m five foot two* You are stupid, ^anu "
"Then you couldnBt be Ron Elliks 1 know for a fact he?s 

taller than five foot two* But where am I?"
"You’re in Coventry* Oh, certainly not the Coventry you’ve 

read about, with swords and nobility and all* With different 
people Coventry differs, like the kiid of colors people paint 
theii bathrooms* Such being the casev you may like it here, 
depending on how much empathy your preconscious has with your 
subconscious* "

"Gosh, this certainly is strange'* I observed. "Do I need a 
passport?"

But the discourteous ’monk bounded off with "Follow me!"
We had been walking through the green (park, as it turned out), 

until suddenly we came upon a clearing* Salvidor Dali was sitting 
in the clearing, doing surrealistic things with his stuffed 
rhinoceros* "Salvidor Dali! &r* Dali, I’ve always wanted to meet 
you and shake your hand; boy, you0re strange! And it’s a shame 
that somebody chucked a rock through oh^of your canvas*”

"Ah," replied Dali, "these waz just a manefeschon of de clash 
wid la id seeking to break throw prenatal memorease* Are zere any 
tele-ah**how you say? Tele-ah-viz-shun camer-ahs aroun0?” He 
stroked his mustache*

"we can’t stop now,” said the chipmunk*
"You tawk wiz Dali ladder* It will be enreeching experience— 

for you, of cawraze,"
We left Dali, who continued to do surrealistic things to his 

stuffed rhinoceros*



-those girls concerned, with Becoming Free--* and talk about 
being free all day longe However they never do anythingo

"Hey, you0re naked!” I observed0
“Of course, ” she said, “insomuch as clothes are so confining 

a nd eve ry t hing 0"
"This Coventry stuff is becoming more self-revealing with 

every step I take!” With that,another figure bouhded out of the 
brush and pinned a medal for conspicious bravery on my trouser 
lego

“If this Coventry stuff is actually a rapport between my 
subconscious and preconcious, then everything that happens 
must be a reflection of my secret innermost desireso In that 
case, you must be my Official Companion," -And with that, the 
same figure leaped, out of the brash and pinned a medal for 
conspicious self-realization on my shirtailo

With strawberry blond (Billy Graham would’ve disapproved of 
her) on one arm and the chipmunk on the other, I was escorted 
to yet another clearing, this one being filled with all the 
leaders of the world,

“Say something to them!" whispered the chipmunk0
"I can’t5 I get so nervous, when speaking before a group!”
Strawberry smiled encouragingly, so I gathered all my moral 

strength together and said something I’ve always wanted to say, 
“You guys are always causing so much trouble, and you?re 

always worrying us common folk, and then we * ' have to go 
off and get shot at while you fool around at home. Somebody 
should give you guys a big punch in the noses!"

"Hail to our new leader!" they all shoutedo
And with that I woke upn "Ugho It’s all been a dream*"

^'This is John Goldfarb"; "Parasites of the world, this is 
John Goldfarb speaking. The programs you were to hear tonight— 
’Modern Farmer8, ’.Food for Fun’9 °Mco Goober0— are cancelled, 
I cancelled them; tonight you are going to hear what I want you 
to hear.

For years, people have been asking ’Who is John Goldfarb?’ 
Many of you thought, but weren’t sure, that I might be a 
Residential candidate, Well, this is John Goldfarb speaking, 
I am the man who loves moral integrity, I am the man who 
loves human dignity, I am the man who is tired of the doctrine 
of selflessness, human shame and sacrificeo Hi, Ma!"

"Never in the world will I buy a whale gun* Because I already 
have oneo" •—.Roger Holland9 advertising copywriter,
KQ1«T.-»C4«*CUics>«524UM<.»«»««»mat«»«x-««w»tan wk wt—• ww m»w»««K»cr«o«^»u>e-xc»»in»o»utittnc.-n

Interview With A Female Peace Marcher; A friend and Ic two good 
fans, had sat down in a small intimate coffee house discovered
by a girl friend of m3n«



As we sat and sipped our coffee we engaged in typical fannish 
conversation; politics* sex, personalities8 sex, science fiction & 
witty sayings* As we talked* a long haired girl in a black sweater 
sidled up to our table* "Will you two please be quiet*’’ she said, 
’’your laughtar and other talk is ruining the atmosphere of this 
establishment* You aren’t being proper*" She frowned*

’’Not proper?" I blushed8 embarrassed* I always like to do the 
Right Thing by everybody*

"No* ’Peace is the Only answer’* By the way, will you order me 
some coffee?"

’’waiter!" I called out* earning hard stares from many a Beard*
"Now**oOmy name is Shiela, and I think I should explain some things 

to you* And your friend is cute; what’s his name?"
My friend is far shyer than me fan accomplishment) and looked like 

he wanted to climb under the tablec "Harry," I said, miffed*
”^ell, you and Harry will just have to be a little quieter and 

less exhuberant if you want to be hipsters* There’s so, much trouble 
in the world!"

"But we don’t want to be Hipsters," I protested* "Harry wants to 
be a writer and I want to be an artist*"

"Poo," said Shiela, draping her long black heir moodily over her 
nose, "you Pine Arts People are all alike; your hearts are in the 
right place but you have no conception of what goes on in the world* 
Do you realize that there’s ten million tons of TIT hanging over each 
of our heads?"

"You’re death-oriented" I observed* "Death is a groat pain-killer 
and tells you when to stop, but it’s no comparison to life* See? 
Life is love, and art is the love of the world* For only through art 
can one be united with love and life, achieving through the act of 
creation significant self-insignt* ’’ Erich Fromm says that*

Shiela brushed her hair awa,y and peered at me* "You’re different" 
she said, "You’re not like the great square mundane masses of the 
world who have (dare I say it?)***to paraphrase Robert Gover in ’The 
One Hundred Dollar Misunderstjnding8—because of their absolutely 
morbid preoccupation with nations falling to Communism & silly stuff Tike that— have***rockets and guided missiles for their***their 
private parts!"

"Uh**uh** Hey, let’s havo another cup of coffee!"
"Come on," smiled Shiela in a very special way, "I’ll get it with 

you* ’’
Now I’ve been at this coffee house with a girl before, and it was 

then that I learned that jhe small tunnel leading to kitchen was 
almost unversally used to practice kissing* It was in this place 
where Shiela, who hod be^n leading me through the darkness, stopped*

I sensed something*
"What’s your name?" she asked*
I told her*
"That’s a nice name* Give me your hand*”
Shiela took my big old sweaty hand and placed it on her breast* 

Nov; I’ve been around, I’ve read a lot of books, so I guessed this 
action was significant* Her breast felt hard* I felt the other one 
and it felt hard toe* "Gee," I thought to myself, "this is the first 
time that Erich Fromm baloney ever worked!"

Shiela gave a maniacal titter and in one smooth motion lifted ur> 
her sweater*

TiVO PEACE BUTTONS! I

And with that, I woke up* Holy cow!

Steve Spiles--



IT’S BEEN A l^NG TIME
I can’t even remember the last time) I wrote a column for SAM, It 

was something like a year ago, I thinks and until I looked it up in 
my files* I couldn’t remember what any of it had been about, It’s 
never been easy for me to write a column; I always have trouble 
thinking up topicso And it’s not any easier now that I haven’t 
written for SAM in a year, Especially since I am such a naturally 
lazy critter,

My laziness9 in fact9 has gotten hold of me9 and supersceded my 
better judgemento I am presuming that if I couldn’t remember my 
last column, nobody else can.. It was, I am told, pleasant enough 
reading, if not very memorable,, And so9 instead of writing a new 
column, I have just copied over the old one, This column is the 
same one that was published last yearn 

nincluding this introduction,
UP THE WASHINGTON MONUMENT WITH CALVIN W, "BIFF" DEMON

The grossest mistake I made in attending the Discon was, I 
suppose, going at all, I didn’t have any .money, you see, I knew I 
would be getting enough money to cover the trip within a few days of 
returning home, and Ted White offered to lend me as much money as he 
could, Later* Cal Demmon lent me some money, and Esther Davis 
generously bought me a banquet ticket so I could listen to my old 
boyhood idol. Will F, Jenkins, tell old coon stories. But I like to 
go places like science fiction conventions with a lot of money, so 
that I will be able to indulge in things like buying a first issue of 
HYPHEN from John Magnus for (which I did anyway;, and so that I 
won’t get involved in things like my second grossest mistake,

Calvin and I got rather sick of the convention Sunday morning and 
went out sightseeing. We tried to feed the beautiful big black 



squirrels on the White House lawn, and. we took a bus and then 
walked our feet off to get to the Lincoln Memorials You may think 
the Lincoln Memorial is this open building housing a gigantic statue, 
because that’s all they ever show of ito Nobody ever bothers to 
reproduce the two equally gigantic murals high up on the wallo They 
consumed, the paEiphlet tells you, an impressive number of tons of 
canvas and paint9 and they are unbelievably awfulo Then we took off 
our shoes and walked on the grass from the Lincoln Memorial to the 
Washington Monument, watching the little kids swimming (illegally) in 
the long pool and marvelling at all the NASA huts along the wayo

So then we were at the Washington monument,, "Wow,” I said to 
Calvin, “that5s a hell of a tall buildingo“ We walked grounded the 
Monument and discovered that not only did the elevator to the top 
cost 10/ but that there was a long line waiting for ito "How tall 
is this thing?" I asked Calvin^ "0h9 it looks like about the same 
height as the tower on the Berkeley campus," said Calvin, the moron! 
“That’s about 250 feet," said Calvin, that jackass!

So we started to walk up the stairs, which, we later discovered, 
were the only way of reaching the top of the Monument for quite some 
time after it was builto There were a lot of funny memorial and 
commemorative notes along the stair, most of them etched into 
obtruding blocks of granite from different stateso We kept on reading 
them aloud and laughing and talking as we climbed and laughedo Then 
after a while we were just climbing and we gave up counting the stairs 
and got tired and disgustedo And then finally we got so damned tired 
that we sat down on a bench and panted and puffedo I knew I couldn’t 
go on an.fr further, but we must be near the top by theno So I looked 
up the elevator shaft and found that, although I had a clear view, I 
couldn3t see the top of the Washington Monument,or the bottomo

We finally managed to climb the almost eight hundred feet of that 
building, and when we got to the top we were so tired that we looked 
out the windows for about half a minute and then took the free 
elevator downo My "economy" of a dime was immediately wrecked by the 
thickest milkshake Icd had east of Indiana, which made the whole 
experience worth something, I hopen

A WEEKEND ON THE SUBWAY WITH WARREN BRICK
One weekend shortly before he returned to the west coast—Seattle 

or somwhere like that—Warren Brick and I had some vex*y nice subway 
adventures. Nobody believes them, although the first one can be 
collaborated by Dave Van Arnam and a female fringe fan whom I would 
name if I were quite sure of which name she is going under at the 
moment o

It was, actually, coming home from a Fanoclast meeting on the 
subway that the first thing happened,, Warren, Dave, the fringefan 
(let us call her Gloria) and I were the only passengers in the second 
or third car of a BMT local traino Warren and I were highly tanked 
up on beer, and we were having quite a jolly time competing with 
wisecracks o. I must have been winning, because Warren, apparently 
deciding that sppech would not be enough, stood up and defaced a 
World Health Organisation ad by writing "Screw Hunger" on ito Dave 
and Gloria collapsed in hysterical laughter (so, I am ashamed to 
admit, did I)o So to top that, I stood up, grabbed two overhead 
straps, and did a complete flip in nidairo This is an old schtick 
of mine which has never failed to bring crowds cheering to their feeto

an.fr


From the reactions of Dave and Gloria9 Warren must have figured he 
x«ras topped (or bottomed), because he suddenly sprang into action. With 
a wild cry, he leaped up-out of his seat, tore down the WHO poster, 
ripped it up9 and threw it out an open window of the train* Laughing 
maniacally 9 he tore down three more posters and dwped them unceremon
iously out the window• Then. as the train slovied down for its next 
stop, he jumped across the car, slumped into his seat, folded his 
hands in his lap, and smiled angelically as the train stopped*

When the train started up again, he was off again, ripping down ads 
and stuffing then out the windows♦ In a few stops he had torn down 
every ad along one side of ths car. Thon he started on the other side* 
At this point, I had to jinx everything by helping. The train slowed 
down and stopped between stations, We jumped back into our seats□ 
The motorman cane walking in from the other car* Ho shouted something 
at us about "saw them going cut the window/’ I suppose he meant the 
conductor* Gloria told us he also shouted something about the police*

I got scared* "Don’t worry/1 said Warren* "Nothing ever happens to 
noo" The train pulled into the next station and stopped* The motorman 
started beeping e regular pattern on the train's hoi’n, and the conductor 
didn’t open the doors® "Now we’ve had it," J. told Warren* "Don’t 
worry," he s^id9 “I look too innocent to get arrested*" Just than, the 
doors opened * I leaped up, dragging Warden with me* (which isn’t easy 
since he outweighs by about a 100 pounds*) We ran about t ire© blocks 
before I felt 6efe enough even to look around* We weren’t being 
followedo "See?” said Warren* "There was nothing to worry about*"

We found, ourselves in the middle of th© Bedford-Stuyvesmt area of 
Brooklyn, vhich is the best place in Brooklyn to get mugged at* that 
time of night* But w© walked for several blocks without incident, ate 
hot dogs at an all-night stand, and took another subway li;ieo Warren’s 
parting words were, "Tou worry too much, Gerber*"

I didn't talk to Dave until the following week, when he told me that 
less than a minute after our departure the station had been flooded with 
cops* He rnd Gloria got off without any trouble, though*

Unknowing, Warren and I tried another subway adventure one Sunday 
night* Ka had spent the night in Greenwich Village (no comment), and 
I wanted something appropiato to top the evening off* So 1 decided to 
take Warren subway walking* This is a little adventure in which you 
walk Trombone station to the next along the catwalk at the side of the 
tracks* It is perfectly safe unless you suffer from acute claustro
phobia, bui; unfortunately the Transit Authority doesn't care much for 
the practice* I don’t know what they do to you if they catch you at 
it9 but I'm sure it isn’t pleasant,

Anyway, we started to walk from the Christopher Street-Sheridan 
Square local stop of the IRT 7th Avenue 
line down one stop to th® Houston St* 
station* We didn’t have to worry about 
the express ti’ains9 which couldn’t see 
us, but the motorman of a local train 
would have had trouble missing us*

Most of the walk was uneventful* The 
subways are not infested with rats or 
crocodiles (unlike the sewer system, 
which has both)* About halfway between 
stations, we cam© to an exit, where we 
could stand and be out of sight* We waited 
there until an express train, which was no



no danger anvway, passed, and then we got bored with waiting 
and/vent walking on*
dd Which was a mistake* A few minutes later, I heard a local 
train start up and move along the tunnel* In a moment, it 
passed us* We ducked low, but I figured the motorman could see 
us anyway, and he could* The train stopped*

Since I’d heard the train start and travel a short distance, 
I figured we weren’t too far from the station* So, calmly and 
rationally, I started to run like belle I tripped and came too 
close for comfort to falling off the catwalk*. To this day I 
don°t know whether or not anyone followed us from the 
because we ran like hell into the station and out the exit and 
up into the street* We had to walk for what seemed like a mile 
before we got to another subway line*

"See?” said Warren* "I told you we didn’t have anything to 
worry about *”

That schmuck! That was the last time I went into a subway 
with him!

A FABLE
* •' HFvrnft f<t! 70 £1 io •

Once upon a time, an American ambassador to a small Arab 
nation found himself unable to duck a dinner invitation from a 
nomadic tribe whose territory he was passing through* The tribe’s 
territory encompassed several large oil fields, and he was afraid 
of offending the head of the tribe, who had done some good busing 
ess with the United States*

As guest of honor, the ambassador was invited to open the 
feast by devouring the eyeballs of a sheep, considered a very 
great delicacy by the tribe* The ambassador was a diplomatic 
but squeamish man, and he refused on the hopefully acceptable 
grounds that it was contrary to his native custom* When quest
ioned further, he explained that his people regarded vision as 
the most important source of information about the outside world, 
and that therefore eyes were sacred and could not be eaten* 
With this plausible excuse, the ambassador was excused from 
eating the sheep eyes, and he was able to enjoy the rest of the 
meal in relative comfort*

After the meal was over and the ambassaor had gone home, the 
elders of the tribe met in their weekly conference* "You know,” 
said one of them, ’’that American had something* It isn’t right 
to eat eyes*” WI was thinking about that,” said another, ,fand I 
agree with you* It°s not fitting that eyes be eaten, even a 
sheep’s*” After a long discussion which lasted far into the 
night, the elders voted to change the ceremonial beginning of 
their feasts and eat sheep testicles instead of eyes* Meanwhile, 
just about the time the vote was being taken, the ambassador 
was sitting around the campfire with his cronies talking about 
the great one he’d put over on the Arabs*

Morals Honor the prophet, but first check his credentials*

"What Kapoleon did it for is a tremendous case history*"



HOW TO PSYCHOANALYZE YOUR FRIENDS WITH PARAKEET DROPPINGS

If your friends have a parakeet to start out with, so much 
the better. If they don’t, give them one as a present. Make 
sure the bird spends most of his time in a cage (by giving one 
with the parakeet, if necessary) so that the droppings can be 
collected. It is important to make sure that the bird is in 
good health and has normal body temperature, as this may have 
a pronounced effect on the results.

If you give the bird as a gift, allow it three months or so 
to become accommodated to its new surroundings and owners« If 
the bird was already a member of the household for three months 
or longer, the tests may be made immediately. It is a known fact 
that animal pets reflect the temperament of their owners. In the 
case of behavior, this is most true with such animals as dogs, 
cats, and monkeys. Few people are familar enough with the 
behavior patterns in parakeets to analyze the behavior of a 
single bird. However, the analysis of parakeet droppings provides 
us with an objective test for the influence of the environmental 
background provided by it’s owners.

Collect a sample of the droppings, preferably about ounce to 
one ounce. Analyze the sample for acidity, comparing it with a 
table of normal acidity in parakeet droppings.(1) The greater the 
departure upward from the norm, the greater degree of tensipn 
present in the household.

As a further test, in cases of high acidity, you may borrow 
the bird for a week or two and teach it to say something like, 
"Jones," (this being your friend’s last name), "you are sexually 
inadequate." Make sure the bird will say this fairly often, and 
then return him .to his owners. Should the bird fail to survive 
the first week.....o you will know about them, man!

—Les Gerber—
(1) Table A in "Parakeet Droppings Analyzed/’ Canadian Journal 
of Ornithology, volume ?4, number 11, Spring 1942, pp. 4328-4396.

Falascafandom is just a clever catchword that made good

"Mr. Sims is a fan who has been around a long time* He has 
been active in SAPS, although some claim otherwise. He has 
suffered, galliantly, I might add, through several periods of 
extreme gafia, only to emerge semi-triumphant. Quo th he, "I311 
rest on my laurels as a Teddybear." —The Devil3s Motorboat.

"hydrochloric acid doesn’t chew you out; it EATS you out. 3his 
is Apex, man. You gotta learn to talk like one of the boys."——— 
Gary Deindorfer.

"I think the concept of ’lust8 has been put down too much9OOo
-—Steve Stiles, in "Les Gerber of Sunnybrook Farm" (Bacchanal 
#5. Apex #20).



In the latter part of I960, while I was flat on. my back in 
the hospital^ I asked a friend of mine to pick up a book —’’any 
book, just so it8s thick” — so that I wouldn’t completely waste 
my time in front of the Idiot Box. This was an unusual request 
for me to make, since I°m usually selective in my readings But 
I didn’t want to put my friend to too much trouble□

The book he selected met my specifications it was 1084 pages 
long. As it turned out, it met every specification anyone could 
ask for in a book.

I startedit early in the morning, thinking I’d be bored to 
distraction,, 1 wasn’t; late the next morning I was discovered in 
visitor’s lounge, still reading it. My progress had been slows it 
was not that the reading was hard, but after a slow beginning 
(portraying a mood of near-eldritch horror, set in the he re-a nd - 
now) the ideas that came pt^ing across the pages were fantastic in 
their number, and I kept turning back with delight to see that the 
author was really saying them and saying them well. I didn’t find 
these ideas alien, because I had come to most of the same conclus
ions before I ever picked the book up; I couldn’t feel any resent
ment at seeing someone express ideas that I had previously thought 
were all my own because the author presented them better than I 
could and followed many of them to further conclussions with a 
relentless logico

The book was Atlas ShruggedThe author was Ayn Rando And the 
philosophy she espouses is called Objectivismo No book, no author, 
no philosophy, before or since, has moved me quite as much Atlas 
Shrugged, Ayn Rand, or Objectivism; every book I have read, movie 
or play seen, every action I have taken, since I read the book in 
I960, has been judged and evaluated in the light of that book, and 
other books, by Ayn Rando

In most regards, then, I am an Ayn Rand fanatic. I am a fanatic 



in th<s sense that I sin convinced, that what she says is right , 
and. since I take the matter seriously, will not give up this 
conviction until and unless someone can, with reason and with
out false premises<, prove her wrong.-. I have seen a good deal 
in print, in the fan press and elsewhere, that is against Ayn 
Rand or proports to be« It consists of poison-the-well reason
ing. snide off-hand remarks which either have nothing to^with or 
completely distort her philosophy, and a great deal of "feeling’1 
-- not any facts, just "feeling"— that she is wrongs It is by 
virtue of the type of "reasoning" used in an attempt to prove her 
wrong that I remain convinced as to the truth of her conclussionss 
among her critics, I’ve seen no John Galts, Hank Reardons, or 
Howard Roarks (whom they tell me cannot exist —and, as the world 
stands today, I agree with themoooothough not for the reasons 
they would like), but I have seen many would-be Wesley Mouchs. 
James Taggerts and Ellsworth Tooheys0

It was before I saw these reactions that I had © criticism 
to make of the works of Ayn Rando I noticed, especially in Atlas 
Shrugged, that at various places characters would be brought forth 
who would expound her philosophy up to a point, the next hundred 
pages would illustrate the point that was to come when either 
another or the same character would come forth,: and, from the 
beginning, cover everything all over again in order to include 
the new point being made,. My criticism was simply that Rand was 
underestimating the intelligence of the reader; I felt no need 
to have old areas re-covered as I understood what she had said 
the first timeo

But my criticism has been proven invalid by the criticism that 
Ayn Rand’s works have recievedo These criticisms (and I hate to 
use the word and thus degrade the field of criticism) invariably 
leave me wondering if these "critics” can read; the only alter
native is that there are two versions of everything she’s written, 
the ones I’ve read and the ones they’ve criticized; it’s painfully 
obvious that we haven’t been reading the same books *

Under anything like normal circumstances, this would lead me 
to a second, resultant, criticism of Ayn Rand; the fact that she 
uses negatively emotiondlly-loaded wordso But I refuse to make 
the crit?.cism as such: the philosophy of Objectivism is, by its 
own admission, one of selfishness, egotism, self-interest, 
individualism, capitalism and reasono When these words are 
pounced on by the critics, it is not in the meaning and context 
that Ayn Rand has used them, but the connotations the critics 
would like to read into them0 Once again, the critics of Ayn 
Rand are their own worst enemies: if.,by combining the abovemention
ed qualities/they ’feel’ that the man who possesses them and lives 
by them would be a menace to society while the man who was the 
exact antithesis would be of more benefit, they are revealing 
their own mental processes rather than criticizing Objectivism,, 
Miss Rand and her philosophy are quite forgotton in the flood 
of interpolating eyewasho

What does Ayn Rand really mean?... This question is best 
answered in her own works’1'; what I can do is answer the sometimes 
unjustified and always misinterpretive brickbracks that have been 
551 particularly in "For The New Intellectual"



hurled by people who have either misread Rand or neglected to 
read her at alln

In the fan press alone, l°ve seen the following charges 
against her? Rand is a fascist and exponent of a philosophy 
similar to Nietzche’s; her idea of a gratifying sexual experience 
is masochistics her philosophy only deals with life here-and- 
now, not with a life "hereafter"5 her philosophy is pro
intellectual and anti-emotional & is therefore more suitable for 
robots than human beings; her values are too "black and white"5 
her philosophy, if followed, would result in a Power Elite, with 
businessmen and technicians ruling? pushing down the Struggling 
Masses9 from whence their wealth and position were derived

Let us first answer these charges before going into what 
Rand has done in her books«
lc Ayn Rand is fascist and exponent of a philosophy similar 
to m?tzcheb? Fascism is def ined by my Webstores’ Collegiate as 
"Any program for setting up a centralized autocratic national 
regime with severely nationalistic policies, excercising regiment
ation in industry, commerce and finance, rigid censorship and 
forcible suppression of opposition"*

*It is also significant to note that the Third Reich had marked 
tendancies of mysticism, and, as Goering once said -^Everytime 
I hear the word- "intellectual0 , I reach for my gun^" —SStileSo

Well, at least it1's true that she might be in favor of a 
centralized national regime, though of course it would depend on 
what is meant by "centralized" and "regime % Probably she would
n’t be in favor of them, eithero

Her books have come out against everything mentioned in that 
definition but censorship; since she is a advocate of laissez- 
faire capitalism, basing her philosophy on the acceptence that 
there is no conflict between rational men and maintaining that 
a free mind and a free enterprize (both of which are desirable 
by her philosophy) are corrolaries, it is possible to deduce 
that she is against censorships Of the purpose of government, 
she says?

"The only proper purpose of a government is to protect 
man0s rights, which means? to protect him from physical violencec 
A proper government is only a policeman, acting as an agent of 
man’s self-defense, and, as such, may revert to force only 
against those who start the use of forceo The only proper func
tions of the government are? the police, to protect you from 
criminals; the army, to protect you from foreign invaders; and 
the courts, to protect your property and contracts from breach 
or fraud by others, to settle disputes by rational rules, 
according to objective 1aws«" (1)

Standing, as she does, as a last advocate of reason, Ayn Rand 
does not demean reason (as her critics do) by finding it reason
able to force another person’s mind (or, to state it more clearly, 
she does not find it reasonable to go against reason).-. Her 
philosophy is, rather, a philosophy of individualism, achievement, 
self-esteem; deeply rooted at its base is the idea that man is



(and can be) good, that a rational morality exists, that that 
which'promotes life is good and that which thwarts it is evil, 
and that to attain this good the morality required is one of 
self-interest—-rational self-interest* She does not accept, a 
role of man as a sacrificial animal, duty bound to live lor 
others; she states that to sacrifice yourself for another is 
every bit as evil as to sacrifice another for yourself0 Her 
philosophy is the well-deserved and long-needed antithesis of 
mysticism, collectivism and altruism.*. She is no more a fascist 
than she is a communist; she is. rather, a capitalist (a trader 
who gives and recieves value for value), a spokesmen for free 
enterprise and —as a corrolary— mah’s right to freedom*

So much for the fascist charge;

9

Nietzscheism9 which can disposed of 
Nietzsche or Barbara Brandon on Ayn

there0© still the matter of 
by quoting Ayn Rand on 
Rahd* Take them both2

Nietzsche’s rebellion against alti'uism consisted of 
replacing the sacrifice of oneself to others by the sacrifice 
of others to oneself* He proclaimed that the ideal man is moved, 
not by reason, but by his" "blood? by his innate instincts, 
feelings and will to powers—that he is predestined by birth to 
rule others and sacrifice them to himself, while they are 
predestined by birth to be his victims and slaves——that 
reason, logic, principles are futile and debilitating, that 
morality is useless, that the "superman" is beyond good and 
evil, that he is a "beast of prey" whose ultimate standard is 
nothing but his own whim. Thus. Nietzsche’s rejection of the 

( (Altruist Mystic) consisted of elevating (the man of Force and
Violence) into a moral ideal* (2)

In her readings in philosophy, she discovered Nietzsche’s 
Thus Spake Zarathustra * Because Nietzsche revered the heroic in 
man. because he defended individualism and despised altruism, 
she thought that she had found a spiritual ally* But she was 
made uneasy by the implication that a great man would seek power, 
not over nature, but over other men; to rule, she thought^ was 
an unworthy occupation for a hero; a hero would not degrade 
himself by spending his life enslaving otherso

As she read further in Nietzsche’s writings, her hope grad
ually changed to disappointment* And when she discovered, in. 
girth Tragedy. an open denunciation of reason, she knew that 
any value she might find in his works could only be partial and 
selective; she saw that in their basic premises. Nietzsche and 
she were philosophical opposites* (3)
Nietzsche and fascism are not the only the only comparisons 

^hat have been made with Rand——but they all have pretty much the 
same idea behind them* The attempts that are made to criticize 
Objectivism seem to consist, hot of arguing with Ayn Randss ideas, 
but wibth finding someone who just about-ne arly-aJLaost said someth
ing that might cone lovably« in some weird way, resemble something 
Ayn Rand almost seemed to say. and then discrediting that* ^A 
noted Nazi philosopher.^ I was recently told, ^came up with an 
;.d^a similar to Rand°s; the one about all that which promotes 
^ife being to the good and all that which thwarts it is evil*&



I wonder if this person, realizes the implications of his words: 
does he think that all that thwarts life is good and that which 
promotes it evil? Well, anyway, I9ve yet to see what it has to 
do with Ayn Rand; if this convi^ntly unnamed ’’noted Nazi philoso
pher” had advocated Ayn Rand’s philosophy and had it been accepted 
by the German public, Nazism would not have been in existence— 
and if9 as seems obvious, this strange Nazi’s definitions of 
good and evil wore different than Rand’s, then how does this 
relate to Objectivism?
2o Ajgn Rand0s idea of a gratifying sexual experience is one of 
rape and masochism? Once again we will have to define terms 
trust that Webster’s Collegiate is acceptable to allo Rape is 
defined as, ’’The illicit. . carnal knowledge of a woman without 
her consent," while masochism is described (opo cito) as, "Abnormal 
sexual passion chai'acterized by pleasure in being abused by ones 
associate; hence, any pleasure in being abused and dominated-,’’

In the light of Webster, I find both the terms "x*ape" and 
"masochism" ill-considered in their use as a criticism against 
Rando It is true that some of the descriptive sexual scenes 
depicted in her three major novels—We The Living, The Fountain- 
head and Atlas Shrugged-- show the act of intercourse in a violent, 
sometimes forceful, sometimes painful, mannero It is even true 
that both participants want it to be that wayo I should like to 
point out, however, that there are a number of other scenes 
(between Andrei Taganov and Kira Argounova in We The Living, 
between Domcnique Francon and Gail Wynand in The Fount a inhead, and 
between Hank Reardon and Dagney Taggart {except for their first 
encounter}- in Atlas Shrugged) that are tender —as, in fact, are 
the scenes in Anthem* This tenderness, however, never comes down 
to whining and pleading; both partners want the same thing from 
their relationship, and they take it knowing full well that they 
deserve it* They recognize in each other the inherant personality 
of value necessary to love, but they do not make the mistake of 
refusing to recognize it in themselves; each loves the other« and 
realizes in him or herself that he or she is worthy of being loved-, 

I think, and I believe Ayn Rand thinks, of sex as an act which 
should express a recognition of value, that is, of love—’-and love^ 
despite what the mystics have said for ages, is an emotion which 
arises from man’s values and therefore is something which must be 
earnedc I also think of sex as an act of self-exaltation, the 
most selfish of all acts: an act of self-exaltation cannot be 
perfoined by whining or begging9 by demanding love simply out of 
need, by negating. _sr trying to remove the concept of ’self9 which 
is identityo Completely selfless sex is a physical impossibility: 
the result is impotence* ’Selfless love’ is a metaphysical imposs
ibility, a contradiction in terms, since, in order to say "I love 
you," one must first know how to say "Io”

I contend that rape is the wrong tej?m to use here, although 
Rand herself once used in one instance—see The Fount a inhe ad o 
The scene it described would seen to show (without recourse to 
further reading) that Howard Roark did have "illicit carnal 
knowledge of a woman (Dominique Francon) without her consent" — 
she never explicitly gave it, and, in point of fact, fought ito 
But also, in point of fact, as the preceeding scenes showed9 she 



invited it; her consent, though never explicitly given, was 
always: present-—she knew it and Roark knew it* It is described 
and later explained in The Fountainhead in a way which could not, 
in the real meaning of the word, be called rape:

They had been united in an understanding beyond the violence, 
beyond the deliberate obscenity of his action; had she meant 
less to him, he would not have taken her as he did; had he meant 
less tp her, she would not have fought so desperately* The 
unrepeatable exaltation was in knowing that they both understood 
this* (4)

I would like to repeat, and thereby emphasize, that last line: 
"The unrepeatable exaltation was in knowing that they both 
understood this*" The proof that this is not .1 entirely a one
sided statement—either by Roark or Dominique—is borne-out by the 
rest of the book >

I also believe the following quote (although not by Rand) 
mighh be relevant to the discussion:

A famous Western prime donna is credited with declaring that 
every woman wants to be raped* It is probably true that rape 
fantasies are universal among Western women****true rape (coercive 
intercourse) apart, the desire for brutal penetration and violation 
is more common among Eastern than among Western females*.** (5)

If true, this is probably because . the practice of sexual 
intercourse begins at an earlier age in the East, bringing about 
the early transference of the satisfadtion-gratification factor 
from the stlmulous of the clitoris to the vagina itself* There is 
also the factor that, having intercourse with older boys and finally 
with men, often with the result being forceful penetration, the 
pleasure is associated with the resultant painful stretching of the 
vagina *

The Western female, who rarely has sexual contact before the 
age of fifteen, is another matter* As we find from Kinsey,

All of the clinical and experimental data shows that the 
surface of the cervix is the most completely insensitive part 
of the female anatomy* Some 95% of the women tested were totally 
unaware that they had been touched when the cervix was stroked or 
even lightly pressed. (6)

This statement placed him at odds with many other authorities 
who asserted that the clitoris is the principle factor of satisfac
tion in the young girl, but that in the mature female the principal 
source of gratification is the vagina. The failure of such a 
transferance to occur is held to be a major source of coital 
frigidity in the female* It should be noted that, until her 
encounter with Howard Roark, Dominique felt that she was a "frigid" 
woman, cfo her statement to that effect on pp 17J of Fountainhead*

The masochistic angle has not been covered completely here and 
probably cannot be* That particles of pain are, to a certain 
extent, part of the sexual act is not to denied; that certain



aspects of these particles can. be sensually pleasurable cannot 
be argued eithero Rand’s heroes and heroines are not worshippers 
of pa in 9 but of joy; their acts are never performed for self- 
abasement, but for self-exaltation« *

Ayn Band6s philosophy deals only with here-and-now, and not 
with a life "hereafter"? Ayn"Randes philosophy, like all philo
sophies, answers the question, 0What’s good for man?8 Unlike 
other philosophers, she does not offer, for your unconditinng] 
acceptance, some transcendental “other reality8, a Truth that is 
beyond Truth, higher than human reason, or a heaven wherein all 
earthily ills will be abolishedc . * She asked, of other philoso
phers, "Good? By what standards?" and found that the standards 
were based, not on life, but on death?

You have heard no concepts of morality but the mystical or 
social.. You have been taught that morality is a code of behav
ior imposed on you by whim, the whim of a supernatural power 
or the whim of society, to serve God8s purpose or your 
neighbor’s welfare, to please and authority beyond the grave 
or next door—-but not to serve your life or pleasureo Your 
pleasure, you have been taught, is to be found in immorality, 
your interests would be best be served by evil, and any moral 
code must be designed not for you, but against you, not to 
further your life, but to drain ito

For centuries, the battle of morality was fought between 
those who claimed your life belonged to God and those who 
claimed that it belongs to your neighbors-- between those who 
claimed that the good is self-sacrifice for the sake of ghosts 
in heaven and those who preached that the good is self-sacrifice 
for the sake of incompetents on earthc And no one came to say 
that your life belongs to you and that the good is to live ito 
(7)
Ayn Rand is the philosopher who came to say that your life 

belongs to you and that the good is to live ito
Life, here and now, can be joy, pride, self-esteem, achieve- 

ment^and love; life, here on this earth, does not have to be 
self-abasement and self-denialo Life, here and now, on this 
earth—not collective life, but your life-—and the pure joy of 
living it as a rational human being, is possible0 These are the 
tenets of Ayn Rand’s philosophy□ The morality of Ayn Rand is 
a morality of Reason, Purpose and Self-Esteem, which requires 
all of man’s real virtues: rationality, independence, integrity, 
honesty, justice, productiveness and pride«

Yes, this criticism against Ayn Rand is trueo But is it a 
criticism or a recommendation?

Ayu Rand11 s philosophy is anti-emotional and pro-intellectual 
and is therefore more suitable to robots than^to human beingso

This is a statement of such overwhelming stupidity and ignor
ance that I hate to take it seriously, much less acknowledge that 
it came from the fan presso

The wQ^st that Ayn Rand has said about emotions is that they 
are not tools of cognition^ How this can be tangled into meaning 
that Ayn Rand is anti-emotional is beyond meo _ „ iBirmiT HMIW1W ri ■■ r* n —h i — a—«——a — Tjnr « • ***
As the guy who wrote the article on "The Art of Loving'’ last ish, 

I think that it°s significant to mention that 1 notice no 
basic conflict between Rand and Fromm; indeed, on many points 
they are in agreements Same with Albert Ellisn —SStiles0



Here ar© four fairly short quotes from Ayn Rand on the 
subject of emotions:

Man has no automatic code of survival* His particular 
distinction from all other living species is the necessity to act 
in the face of alternatives by means of volitional chgice0 He 
has no automatic knowledge of what is good for him or evil* what 
values his life depends on, what course of action it requires® 
Are you prattling about an instinct of self-preservation? An 
instinct of self-preservation is precisely what man does not 
possess* An ’instinct* is an unerring and automatic form of 
knowledge® A desire is not an instinct* A desire to live does not 
give you the knowledge required for living® (8)

As there can be no causeless wealth* there can be no cause
less emotion^ An emotion is a response to a fact of reality, an 
estimate dictated by your standards. To love is to ^1UQ» The 
man who tells you that it is possible to value without values, to 
love those whom you appraise as worthless* is the man who tells you 
that it is possible to grow rich by consuming without producing 
and that paper money is as valuable as gold®®®*

Love is the expression of one’s values* the greatest reward 
you can earn for the moral qualities. you have achieved in your 
character and person^ the emotional price paid by one man for 
the joy he recieves from the virtues of another* Your morality 
demands that you diverse your love from values and hand it down 
to ary vagrant, not as. a response to his worth, but as response 
to his need* *®. (9)

To the (mystic/theologian), emotions are tools of cognition, 
and wishes take precedence over facts* He seeks to escape the 
risks of a quest for knowledge by obliterating the distinctions 
between consciousness and reality, between the oerci&ver and 
the percioved,. hoping that an automatic certainty and an infall
ible knowledge of the universe will be granted him by the blind, 
unfocused stare of his eyes turned inward, contampulating the 
sensations* the feelings, the urgings, the muggy essociational 
twistings projected by the rudderless mechanism of his undirected 
consciousness□ (10)

oooWalk into any college classroom and you will hear your 
professor teaching your children that man can be certain of" 
nothing, that this consciousness has no validity whatever, that 
he can learn no facts and no laws of existence, that he’s incap
able of knowing an objective reality* What* then, is his standard 
of knowledge and truth? What others believe, 4s their answer* (11)

These quotes pretty well summerize Ayn Hand’s philosophic
al views of emotions, as opposed to whims, beliefs, etc*, as 
opposed to the use of the intellect® Her ideal of man is one 
who has nd unnecessary or unsupportable dichotomies: his mind 
does not oppose his emotions* his body does not oppose his soul 
oe* consciousness® As far as it goes, I think Ayn Rand is one 
of the most profoundly emotional writers of our time®
5o Ayn Rand treats everything as. if it were a matter of black 
22 SfeiJ® — chsrac tera are either 13 0^22 AlTBad'®



Once upon a time, popular stories -vere written in which, 
the main characters were either Lilly White in their goodness 
or Coal Black evil® There was no in-betweeno The Bad Guy 
would twirl his thin black mustache and hiss,”Ah, me proud 
beauty 1”. The Good Guys always drank milk and usually preferred 
their horses more than the heroines®

Such was the state of mass-accepted popular romantic literat
ure (with variations) until some years ©go, when new writers 
came onto the scene; not everybody is Perfectly Good* they said, 
and not everyone is Perfectly Bad—the majority of people fall 
somewhere in-between®

Enter ® whole rash of books about neurotics* drunks, sexual 
deviates* drug addicts* and ’’plain folks”; the lost* the damned, 
the nobodies who don’t try to be anybody, and the people who try 
to be like everybody else——“folks‘J” the modem writers tell us* 
”just like you and me.” Gray is such a drab eolort.

Obviously* Ayn Rand does not deal with the same Great 
Majority: her heroes are Heroes end her villians are Villians^o 
ooousually® There are two notable exceptionsc Andrei Tagonov, 
in The Living, is a heroic Communist® The second exception, 
Gail Wyland "(The Fountainhead)* is a yellow journalist who, just 
once* fights for the truth, and is almost ruined for his efforts,, 

Both Tagonov and Wyland are moral beings; they take the 
problems of good and evil seriously and try to do something 
about it, but their concepts are wrong® When they do find out 
their mistakes, they do what they can to rectify them®

The matters of jcight and wrong, good and evil, black and 
white do exist for Ayn Rand® So does grey; so do other, sometimes 
more brilliant, colors. She has been criticized for using them 
all®

In the matter of issues being black and white, Ayn Rand has 
the following to say:

There are two sides to every issue: one side is right and 
the other side is wrong, but the middle is always evilo The 
man who is wrong still retains some respect for ti’uth, if only 
by accepting the responsibility of choice® But the man in the 
middle is the knave who blanks out the truth in order to 
pretend that no choice or values exist, who is willing to 
cash-in on the blood of the innocent or to crawl on his belly 
to the guilty, v/ho dispenses justice by condemning both the 
robber and the robbed to jail, who solves conflicts by ordering 
the thinker ©nd the fool to meet each other halfway® In any 
compromise between food and poison, it is only death which can 
wino In any compromise between good and evil, it is only the 
evil that can profit® In that transfusion of blood which 
drains the good to feed the evil, the compromiser is the 
transmitting rubber tubeo (12)

6O Ayn Rand*s philosophy, if followed, would result in a PpwerElIte, with businessmen and technicians ruljbig, pushing 
down the s, /rom whence Their wealth & position
were deriveds TKis statement ~is wrong on at least two levels a 
Itis“wrong, first, because it accepts a dichotomy that Object
ivism has demolished but does not accept the demolition®



The dichotomy is thiss that if I do not want to sacrifice 
myself to you, I must therefore want to sacrifice you to me* 
Go back and read those quotes on Rand and Reitsche again.. 
This is not the either ~ or that most of modern philosophy 
(and virtually all religion, modern or not) tries to say it is*

Secondly, is it correct to name the Struggling Masses as 
the source of wealth? Once again I would like to ofier Ayn 
Rand in defence of herself?

The intellectuals, or their predominant majority, remained 
centuries behind their times? still seeking the favor of noble 
protectors, some of them were bewailing the 'vulgarity1 of 
commercial pursuits, scoffing at those whose wealth was °newfi 
and, simultaneously, blaiming these new wealth^makers for all 
the poverty inherited from the centuries ruled by the owners 
of the nobly,9non-commercial’ wealth* Others were denouncing 
machines as inhuman8 and factories as a blemish on the beauty 
of the countryside (where gallows had formerly stood at the 
crossroads)., Still others will calling for a movement 'back 
to natureto the handicrafts, to the Middle Ages* And some 
were attacking scientests for inquiring into the forbidden 
^mystics* end interfering with God’s design*

The victims of the intellectual's most infamous injustices 
was the businessman,.

Having accepted the premises, the moral values and the 
position of the Mitch Doctors* used here as an Archetype 
of a Mystic^ , the intellectuals were unwilling to differen
tiate between the businessman and Attila* 4*used here as an 
Archetype of the men who rule by forced, between the producer 
of wealth and the lootern Like the Witch Doctor, they scorned 
add dreaded the world of material reality, feeling secretively 
inadequate to deal with it* Like the Witch Doctor's, their 
secret vision (almost their feared and envied ideal) of a 
practical, successful man, a true master of reality, was Attilla; 
like the Witch Doctor, they believed that force, fraud, lies, 
expropriation, enslavement9 murder were practicalo So they 
did not inquire into the source of wealth or even ask what 
made it possible (they had been taught that causuality is an 
illusion and that C-My immediate moment is real)* They 
took it as an axiom, as an irreducible primary, that wealth 
can be acquired only be force—-ahd that a fortune as auch is 
the proof of the plunder with no further distinctions* or 
inquiries necessary*.. *

Evading the difference between production and looting, 
they called the businessman a robber* Evading the difference 
between trade and force, they called him a tyrant* The most 
crucial issue they had to evade was the difference between the 
earned and the unearned* (13)

"Degrees of ability vary, but the principle remains the 
same? the degree of a man°s independence, initiative aid 
personal love for his work determines his talent as a worker 
and his worth as a man* Independence is the only gauge of 
human virtue and value* What a man is and makes of himself; 
not what he has or hasn°t done for others,. There is no



standard of personal dignity except independenceo«
”In all proper relationships there is no sacrifice of anyone 

to anyoneo An ai’chitect needs clients, but he does not subord
inate his work to their wishes-. They need him, but they do not 
order a house Just to give him a commission^ Men exchange their 
work by free, mutual consent to mutual advantage when their 
personal interests agree and they both desire the exchange., If 
they do not desire it, they are not forced to deal with each othero 
They seek further. This is the o£ly possible relationship 
between equals<> Anything else is a relation of slava to master, 
or victim to executioner., c * c

r’A man thinks and works alone„ A man cannot rob, exploit 
or rule-- aloneo Robbery, exploitation and ruling presuppose
victims a They imply dependenceo They are the providence of the 
second-handero

nRulers of men ar© not egotistsv They create nothing., They 
exist entirely through the persons of othersc Their goal is 
in their subjects, in the activity of enslaving^ They are as 
dependent as the beggar, the social worker and the banc it0 The 
form of dependence does not matter.. c •<> ” (14)

"Look past the range of th© moment, you who cry out that 
you fear to compete with men of superior intelligence, that 
their mind is a threat to your livelihood, that the stong leave 
no chance to the weak in a market of voluntary trade0 What 
determines the material value of your work? Nothing but the 
productive effort of your mind-- if you lived on a dessert 
islando The less efficient the thinking of your brain, the 
less the physical labor would bring you—-and you could spend 
your life on a single routine, collecting a precarious harvest 
or hunting with bow and arrows, unable to think any further.. 
But when you live in a rational society, where men are free to 
trade, you recieve an incalculable bonus; the material value 
of your work is determined not only by your effort, but by the 
effort of the best productive mir.ds who exist in the world 
around you,

"When you work in a modern factory, you are paid, not only 
for your labor, but for all the productive genius which has 
made that factory possible? for the work of the industrialist 
who built it, for the work of the investor who saved money to 
risk on the untried and the new, for the work of the engineer 
who designed the machines of which you are now pushing the 
levers, for the work of the inventor who created the product 
which you spend your time on making, for the work of the 
scientest who discovered the laws that went into the making 
of the product, for the work of the philosopher who taught 
men how to think and whom you spend your time denouncingo

” The machine, the frozen form of a living intelligence, 
is the power that expands the potential of your life by raising 
the productivity of your time* If you worked as a blacksmith 
in the mystic’s Middle Ages., the whole of your earning capacity 
would consist of an iron bar produced by your hands in days and 
days of your efforto How many tons of rail do you produce 
per day if you work for Hank Reardon? Would you dare to claim 
that the size of your pay check was determined solely by your



Physical labor and that those rails were produced by your muscles? 
The standard of living ox that blacksmith is all uhac your 
muscles are worth; the rest is a gift from Hank ReardonOoO<>

”In proportion to the mental energy he spent, the man 
who creates a new invention recieves but a small percentage of 
his value in terms of material payment, no matter what fortune 
he makes, no matter what millions he earnso But the man who 
works as a janitor in the factory producing that invention, 
recieves an enormous payment in proportion to the mental effort 
that his job requires of himo And the same is true of all the 
men between, on all levels of ambition and ability0 The man at 
the top of the intellectual pyramid contributes the most of all 
to all those below him, but gets nothing except his material 
payment, recieving no intellectual bonus from others to add to 
the value of his timeo The man at the bottom who, left to 
himself, would starve in his hopeless ineptitude, contributes 
nothing to those above him, but recieves the bonus of all their 
brainso Such is the nature of the ’competition* between the 
strong and the weak of intellect * such is the pattern of 
’exploitation0 for which you have damned the strongo” (15)

So much for the quibb- 
lings that have been put 
up as argument against 
Ayn Rando Now to a more 
important aspect of the 
suoject: I’ve shown (or 
tried to) what her philos
ophy and works are not 
now, what are they?™*

Let’s take a look at 
the books individually,,

We The Living 9 her first 
book, contains only the 
beginnings of her philosophy; 
almost all of the questions, 
but only part of the answers, 
are given„ The problem is 
essentially the same; the 
problem of the individual 
confronted with the collect
ive O

The answers that are 
given to the problems are not 
so much ’different* as pract
ically non-existant „ When 
the answers are provided, they 
are usually the same answer* 
that Vardis .Fisher presents 
in most of his Testament of 
Man series (and, I might add, 
for what may be well the 
same reasons; both We The



Living and the Testament of Men series are historical in 
background, and the answers to the problems must be found in 
th@t context), For what they are worth, the answers to this 
modem conflict seem to be ’get out if you can* go on fighting 
if you canJto Do not give in to what you hate o’

I have always thought that We The Living could’ve just as 
accurately been called We The Loving, and not lose anything in 
the translation. The bacover blurb says "She would die to live 
and love”, and lij?e and love—as Ayn Rand presents them—ar® 
inseparable qualities which belong to each other, I know that 
many people whuld argue that such was not the case in this book, 
but these people (I contend) would do so out of confusing love 
with compassion, or, worse, pity,»

I contend this because the protagonists are people who 
know what love is—an honor, not a duty, in the giving; an 
emotional reaction to one’s highest standards; and a value 
which, in reaching the standards^ must be earnedo They value 
their love too highly to give it away for no cause, they practice 
it by the moat exacting of standards.. The “living* people Rand’s 
title stands for are the ‘loving4 people

It is because they do not devaluate their love by giving it 
freely to any chance passer-by that Ayn Rand has been called 
snti-emotionalo

.Anti-emotional? Read the scene between Kira and Irena, 
sent to prison because of anti-Communist activitieso

”1’11 ba afraid only on a day that will never come," said 
Kira« "The day when I give up *"

"I’ve given up,” said Irina, "and I’m not afraido Only 
there’s something I would like to understands And I don’t 
think anyone can explain it* You see, I know it’s the end 
for me0 I know it, but I can’t quite believe it, I can4t feel 
ito It’s so strangeo There's your life® You begin it, feeling 
that it’s something so precious and rare, so beautiful it’s 
like a sscred treasure., Now it’s over, and it doesn’t make any 
difference to anyone, and it isn’t that they’re indifferent, 
it’s just that they don’t know, they don’t know what it means, 
that treasure of mine, and there’s something about it that 
they should understand„ I don’t understand it myself, but 
there's something that should be understood by all of uso 
Only what is it, Kira? What?" (16)

Anti-emotional? I think not® Ant i-causeless emotion, yes9
Anthem is the shortest of Rand’s work, and science-fictional 

in makeupo The story, her second, marks the beginning of the 
basic Rand theme —the reversal of the Prometheus myths rather 
than to be punished for his virtues—produdtion and innovation— 
t^ie hero removes his fire from the worlds

Anthem qualifies as science fiction as it deals with a 
collective society, set somewhere in the not so distant future, 
which has completely destroyed the concept of individual 
existence; so much so that the word ”1" is unknown® Each person 
can only think of himself as "we”, a mex*® extention of the 
collectiveo Our hero becomes guilty of a crime, individual 
actions he seeks to better his own lot and, as a bi-product.



that of his fellow men.. The result should he obvious to 
anyone who°s read Sturgeon0s ’’The Green Monkey"*

After 107 pages of the term "we% our hero, an outcast, 
stumbles across a pre-Castastrophe house, discovers some books 
and begins to re ado Page 108 begins with? "I AM* I THINK * I 
WILLo" Prom there she launhes into a flow of prose, which could 
just as easily be translated into poetry?

"I am a man*
This miracle of me 
is mine to own and keep 
and mine to guard, 
and mine to use, 
and mine to kneel before I" (17)

Even mors effectively., she ends the chapter with three para
graphs which come closer than any other I can of to distilling 
the basis of her philosophy?

And now I see the face of god, and I raise this god over 
the earth, this god whom men have sought since men came into 
being, thia god who will grant them joy and peace ahd pride*

This god9 this one word? "Io" (18)
If Anthem was the first book to present the basic theme of 

her works 7 ^he Fountainhead was the first to present the basic 
theme enlarged, with all the questions and most of the answers 
Objectivism presentso

Critics have labeled Rand anti-humor for some of the things 
she has written in The Fountainhead* Like the other accusations 
I have dealt with, this happens to be false0 Rand has pointed 
out that some forms of humor can be used as a deadly weapon* 
Elsworth Toohey, the selfless man attempting to remodel the 
world into a collective, explains one of his methods for 
gaining control over people?

"Kill by laughter* Laughter is an instrument of human 
joyo Learn so use it as a weapon of destruction^ Turn it into 
a sneero It3s simple* Tell them to laugh at everythingo Tell 
them that a sense of humor is an unlimited virtue* Don°t let 
anything remain sacred in a manas soul—-and his soul won0t be 
sacred to himc Kill reverence and you°ve killed Where in 
man* One doesn°t reverence with a giggleo Hefti obey end he011 
set no limits to his obedience—anything goes—nothing is 
too seriouso" (19)

And it is in The Fountainhead that she begins to develop 
some of the more satirical turns of phrase that makes her later 
writings more effective* This type of humor is the only type 
practical to the serious kind of writing done by Rand —the 
type of humor that is ^a new way of seeing truths rather than 
that which is used toproduce the Toohey giggle*

These are a few of the items which point in the direction 
later to be found in the satirical commentary of Atlas Shrugged 
and Fop The New Intellectual? ~~~



The Frink National Bank Building displayed the entire 
history of Roman art in well-chosen specimenssfor a long 
time it had been considered the best building in the city9 
because no other structure could boast a single Classical 
item which it did not possess., It offered so many columns , 
pediments9 friezes, tripods, gladiators, urns and volutes that 
it looked like it had not been built of white marble, but 
squeezed out of a pastry tube* It was, however, built of white 
marbla* (20)

(Ralston Holcombe) denounced the deplorable state of 
American architecture and the unprincipled e&Lccticism of its 
practicionerso In any period of history, he declared, archi
tects built in the spirit of their own time, and did not pick 
designs from the past? we could be true to history only in 
heeding her law, which demanded that we plant the roots of our 
art firmly in the reality of our own life* He decried the 
stupidity of erecting buildings that were Greek, Gothic or 
Romanesque; let us, he begged, be modem and build in a style 
that belongs to our days., He had found that styleo It was 
Renaissance., (21)

He waited., He heard a truck rumbling past, in the street 
below, and that filled a few seconds; but when the second 
diedy he had to speak ©gains$Dominique, I°d like to know what you thinks’

8Of what?’
“Ofo*© ofooo’ He searched for an important subject and 

ended with? 9e*OcOf Vincent Knowlton.,0
81 think he8s a man worth kissing the backside of,0
0 For Christ9 s sake, Dominnique!0
0I°m sorry. That’s bad English and bad manners. It's wrong, 

of courseo Well, let°s sees Vincent Knowlton is a man whom it°s 
pleasant to know* Old families deserve a great deal of consider
ation, and we must have tolerence for the opinions of others, 
because tolerence is the greatest virtue, therefore it would be 
unfair to force your views on Vincent Knowlton, and if you 
just let him believe what he pleases, he will be glad to help 
ypu too, because he’s a very human persona1'

°Now that°B sensible,® said Keating; he felt at home in 
recognizable language., 81 think tolerence is very important, 
because.,oo* He stopped* He finished, in an empty voices 9You 
said exactly the same thing as before*8 (22)

It is this kind of beginning that causes Ayn Rand to come 
up, later, with brilliantly penetrating remarks like, "It has 
often been noted that mankind has achieved an enormous material 
progress, but has remained on the level of the primative brute 
in spirit* (The solution usually offered is to abandon material 
progress*)" (23)

The strongest of Ayn Rand11 s books, in terms of presesnting 
her philosophy, in terms of scope of plot and action, in terms 
of solid craft and good fiction writing, is Atlas Shrugged * 
Atlas was a big step, a step forward and in t ne right direct i on, 



for Ayn Rand’s philosophy to take* By reading back through ner 
other works9 it is possible to see that the same elements were 
always there9 but not anywhere near as strongly emphasised as 
they are here© The most important is the defense of the pro
ducers 9 men of the mind (be they artists, philosophers, or 
industrialists), the 0Atlas0 of the title©

The following will be the last quote used in this article, 
the longestand the most important* It helps to sum up (as I 
cannot3 in my own words) the meaning of the book as a whole© 
The background may be hard to judge, but if you are judging 
Ayn Rand”s work, particularly her philosophy, by what I am 
quoting here, I urge you to use the following as but one of the 
many fine examples throughout her works?

"I don’t damn Ken Danagger," said Rearden*
"You don’t?” The two words seemed to fall with a singular 

emphasis; they were pronounced very quietly, almost cautiously, 
with no remnant of a smile on Krancisco11 s face©

"No,, I don’t try to pi‘escribe how much a man should have 
to take* If he broke, it s not for me to Judge him*”

"If he brokeo * © o?"
Francisco leaned back; his smile returned, but it was not a 

happy smile* RWhat will his disappearence do to you?”
"I will just have to work a little harder*"
Francisco looked at a steel bridge traced in black strokes 

against the steam beyond the windows and said, pointing, 
"Every one of those girders have a limit to the load it can 
carryo What’s yours?"

Rearden laughed* "Is that what you’re afraid of? Is 
that why you came here? Were you afraid I’d break? Did you 
want to save me, as Dagney Taggart wanted to save Ken Danag- 
ger? She tried to reach him in time, but couldn’to"

"She did? I didn’t know it© Miss Taggart and I disagree 
about many things*"

"Don’t worry* I’m not going to vanish* Let them all 
give up and stop working© I won’t© Idon’t know my limit and 
don’t care© All 1 have to know is that I can’t be stopped," 

"Any man can be stopped, Mr* Reardon©" 
"How?"
"It’s only a matter of knowing a man’s motive power©" 
"What is it?"
"You ought to know, Mr© Reardon* You’re one of the last 

moral men left to the world*"
Reardon chuckled in bitter amusement* "Icve been ealled 

just about everything but that* And you’re wrong. You have 
no idea how wrong©"

"Are you Sui'S?"
"I ought to know© Moral? What on earth made you say it?" 
Francisco pointed to the mills beyond the windowo "This©" 
For a long moment, Reardon looked at him without moving, 

then asked only, "What do you mean?"
"If you want to see an abstract principle, such as moral 

action, in material form-—there it is* Look at it, Mr© Reardon© 
Every girder of it, evei*y pipe, wire and valve was put there 
by a choice in answer to the question? night or wr*>ng? You



had to chose right and you had to chose the best within your 
knowledge—the best for your purpose, which was to make steel 
—and then move on and extend the knowledge, and do better, and 
still better, with your purpose as your standard of value* You 
had to act on your own Judgement9 You had to have the capacity 
to judge, the courage to stand on the verdict of your mind, 
and the purest, most ruthless consecration to the rule of doing 
right, of doing the best, the utmost best possible to you* 
Nothing could have made you act against your judgement, and you 
would have rejected as wrong—as evil—any man who tried to tell 
you that the best way to heat your furnace was to fill it with 
ice* Millions of men, sn entire mation, were not able to deter 
you from producing Reaiden Metal—because you had the knowledge 
of its superlative value and the power which such knowledge gives„ 
But what I wonder about, Mr0 Rearden, is why you live by one 
coda of principles when you deal with nature and by another when 
you deal with men?"

Rearden0s eyes were fixed on him so intently that the 
question came slowly, as if the effort to pronounce it were a 
distractions "What do you mean?”

"Why don’t you hold to the purpose of your life as clearly 
and rigidly as you hold to the purpose of your mills?"

"What do you mean?"
"You have judged every brick within this place by its value 

to the goal of making steels Have you been as strict about the 
goal which your work and your steel are serving? What do you 
wish to achieve by giving your life to the making of steel? By 
what standard of value do you judge your days? For instance, 
why did you spend ten years of exacting labor to produce Reardon 
Metal?"

Reardon looked away, the slight,slumping movement of his 
shoulders like a sigh of release and disappointment* "If you 
have to ask that, then you wouldn’t understand*"

"If I told you that I understand it, but you don’t---would 
you have me thrown out of here?"

"I should have you thrown out of here anyway-- -so go ahead, 
tell me what you mean*"

"Are you proud of the rail of the John Galt Lkne?" 
"Yes*"
"Why?"
"Because it’s the best rail ever made*"
"Why did you make it?"
"In order to make money*”
"There are easier ways to make money* Why did you chose the 

hardest?"
"You said it in your speech at Taggart’s weddings in order 

to exchange my best effort for the best effort of others*"
"If that was your purpose, have you achieved it?"
A beat of time vanished in a heavy drop of silence* "No," 

said Rearden*
"Have you made any money?"
"No* ”
"When you strain your energy to its utmost in order to 

produce the best, do you expect to rewarded for it or punished?" 
Rearden did not answer* "By every standard of decency, of honor, 
of justice known to you—-are you convinced that you should



have been rewarded for it?”
”Yes«" said Rearden, his voice low*’’Then if you were punished, instead--what sort of code have 

you accepted?”
Rearden did not answer*"It is generally assumed," said Francisco, that living 

in a human society makes one’s life much easier and saier bhan 
if one were left alone to struggle against nature on a desert 
islando Now wherever there is a man who needs or uses metal 
in any way—Rearden Metal has made his life easier for him* 
Has it made it any easier for you?"

"No," said Rearden, his voice lowo
"Has it left your life as it was before you produced the 

Metal?"
"No—" said Reardon, the word breaking off as i£ he had 

cut short the thought that followed*
Francisco’s voice lashed at him suddenly, as a commands 

"Say it!"
"It has made it harder," said Reardor) tonelessly*
"When you felt proud of the rail of the John Galt Line," 

said Francisco, the measured rhythm of his voice giving a 
ruthless clarity to his words, "what sort of men did you think 
of? Did you want to see the Line used by your equals-- by 
giants of productive energy, such as Ellis Wyatt, whom it would 
help to reach higher and still higher achievements pf their 
own?"

"Yes," said Rearden eagerly*
"Did you want to see it used by men who could not equal 

the power of your mind, but who would equal your moral integrity 
-- men such as Eddie Willers-- who could never invent your 
Metal, but who would do their best, work as hard as you did, 
live by their own effort, and—riding on your rail—give a 
moment’s silent thanks to the man who gave them more than they 
could give him?"

"Yes," said Rearden gently*
"Did you want to see it used by whining rotters who never 

rouse themselves to any effort, who do not possess the ability 
of a filing clerk but demand the income of a company president, 
who drift from failure to failure and expect you to pay the 
bills, who hold their need as a higher claim to reward bhan 
your effort, who demand that you serve them, who demand that 
it be the aim of your life to serve them, who demand that your 
strength by the voiceless, rightless, unpaid, unrewarded slave 
of their impotence, who proclaim that you are born to serfdom 
by reason of your genius, while they are born to rule by the 
grace of their incompetence, that yours is only to give, but 
theirs only to take, that yours is to produce, but theirs to 
consume, that you ar© not to be paid, neither in matter nor in 
spirit, neither by wealth nor by recognition nor by respect 
nor by gratitute-—so that they would ride on your rail and 
sneer at you and curse you, since they owe you nothing, not 
even the effort of taking off their hats which you paid for? 
Would this be what you wanted? Would you feel proud of it?"

"I°d blast that rail first," said Rearden, his lips whiteo 
"Then why don’t you do it, Mr, Rearden? Of the three kinds 



of men I described-- which are being destroyed and which are 
using your line today?”

They heard the distant metal heartbeats of the mills through 
the long thread pf silence„

“What I described last,” said Prancisco9 "is any man who 
proclaims his right to a single penny of another man’s effort *"

Rearden did not answer; he was looking at the
reflection of a neon sign on dark windows in the distance0

”You take pride in setting no limit to you endurance, 
Mro Reardon, because you think that you are doing righte 
What if you aren’t? What if you’re placing your virtue in the 
service of evil and letting it become a tool for the destruct
ion of everything you love, respect and admire? Why don’t 
you uphold your own code of values among men as you do among 
iron smelters? You who won’t allow one cent of impurity into 
an alloy of metal—what have you allowed into your moral code?"

Rearden sat very still; the words in his mind were like 
the beet of steps down the trail he had been seeking.; the words 
were: the sanction of the victim,,

"You, who would not submit to the hardships of nature, 
but set out to conquer it and placed it in the service of your 
joy and your comfort—-to what have you submitted at the hands 
of men? You, who know from your work that one bears punishment 
only for being wrong-- what have you been willing to bear and 
for what reason? All y$ur life, you have heard yourself 
denounced, not fbr your faults, but for your greatest virtueso 
You have been hated, not for your mistakes, but for your 
achievements„ You have been scorned for all those qualities 
of character which are your highest pride„ You have been 
called selfish for the courage of acting on your own Judgement 
and bearing sole responsibility for your own life„ You have been 
called arrogant for your independent mind0 You have been called 
cruel for your unyielding integrity„ You have been called anti
social for the vision that made you venture upon undiscovered 
roadso You have been called ruthless for the strength and self- 
discipline of your drive to your purpose„ You have been 
called greedy for the magnificence of your power to create 
wealtho You, who’ve created abundance where there had been 
nothing but wastelands and helpless, starving men before you, 
have been called a robber« You, who’ve kept them all alive, 
have been called an exploiter^ You, the purest and most moral 
man among them have been sneered at as a ’vulgar materialists* 
Have you ever stopped to ask them: by what right?—by what 
code?—by what standard? No, you have borne it all and kept 
silent. You bowed to their code and you never upheld your own* 
You knew what exacting morality was needed to produce a single 
metal nail, but you let them brand you as immoral„ You knew 
that man needs the strictest code of value to deal with 
nature, but you thought you needed no such code to deal with 
men. You left the deadliest weapon in the hands of your 
enemies, a weapon you never suspected or understood,. Their 
moral code is their weapon. Ask yourself how deeply and ih how 
many terrible ways you have accepted it„ Ask yourself what it 
is that a moral code of values does to a manfis life9 and why he 



csn*t exist without it, and what happens to him if he accepts 
the wrong standard, la which the evil is the good® Shell 1 
tell you why youfre drawn to me, even though you think you ought 
todamn me? Its because I’m the first man who has given you 
what the whole world owes you and what you should have demanded 
of all men before you dealt with them: a moral sanction®

Reardon whirled on him, then remained still, with a stillness 
like a gasp® Francisco leaned forward, as if he were reaching 
the landing of a dangerous flight, and his eyes were steady, 
but their glance seemed to tremble with intensity.

"You’re guilty of a great sin9 mro Reardon, much guiltier than 
they tell you, but not in the way they preach® The worse guilt is 
the accept rn underserved guilt—and that has been what you have 
been doing all your life® You have been playing blackmail, not 
for your vices, but for your virtues® You have been willing to 
carry the load of an unearned punishment—and to let it grow the 
heavier t’ie greater the virtues you practiced. But your virtues 
were those which kept men alive® Your own moral code—the one 
you liver, by, but never stated, acknowledged or defended—was 
the code that preserves man’s existence® If you wei*e punished 
for it, what was the nature of those who punished you?”o®®®®. ®®®®

oo^o/’Are you willing to accept it? Do you care to 
purchase—at the price of your great endurance, at the price of 
your fgony—th® satisfaction of the needs of your destroyers?”

”lo I”
'Mr® Reardon,” said Francisco, his voice solemnly calm, 

”if you saw Atlas, the giant who holds the world on his shoulders, 
if you saw that he stood, blood running down his chest, his knees 
buckling, his arms trembling but still trying to hold the world 
aljft with the last of his remaining strength, and the greater 
h.J.s effort the heavier the world bore down upon his shoulders 
-—what would you tell him to do?”

”Io®odon*t know® What®®®could he do? What would you tell 
him?”

"To shrug®” (24)

The full dynamic power of Ayn Rand’s social and philosophical 
views can be only be appreciated by reading the book completely® 
It is here, as a writer as well as a philosopher, that the best 
of Rand comes to light®

There is one thing I would like to point out about the 
literary aspects of this book: her use of a device I call (because 
it is the opposite of symbolism) literalism® To my knowledge, this 
device was only used once, but it was used quite effectively®

We all know what symbolism is® The symbol of Atlas, 
mentioned above, for example, stood for Hank Reardon®

Rand reverses symbolism by making a literal action illustrate 
something that was, previously, dealt with only figuratively® 
This takes place in the latter part of Atlas Shrugged, when our 
industrial civilization has fallen into chaos and barbarism, and 
one of the heroes (John Galt) is being tortured on an electrical 
device? they are trying to force him to help the collapsing 
regime® Suddenly, the generator goes dead® Nobody can fix it® 
Galt recovers, smiles, and points out the source of trouble® 
By this literal action he demonstrates what they, figuratively9 



would like him to dos use his own mind to help parasites at 
his own expense.,

Shrugged is the book I unhesitatingly recommend to 
uhose who either tend towards her philosophy anyway or to 
people who wish to argue the merits of it® (Before doing the latter, 
I wish people would do one things make sure that they know what 
they1re talking about®)

Steve Stiles orginally asked me to review Rand’s For The 
New Intellectual® This book presents the philosophy of Object
ivism in a pg essay, the title of which is also the title 
of the book;, and sometimes-extensive quotes from the four hovels 
I have reviewed and quoted in this article® Steve specifically 
recommends this book; I9m not sure that I do, but my disagree
ment here is only of a picayune natures I like all the aspects 
of Ayn Rand’s books, including the fictional® I also think 
that a collection of quotes is no replacement for reading the 
novels®

I had a criticism for Ayn Rand, onces she said the same 
things too many times® My criticism was invalidated by the 
reactions of her critics® Most of these people donBt seem to 
want to understand Rand°s Ideas, and many that think they do 
merely distort the things she has said® Some reactions, however, 
have been most illuminating, and so far, eloquent proof that 
Rand has something on the ball®

Read the books.. Read them® For the philosophical content, 
I particularly recommend Atlas Shrugged and goy The New Intellect
ual; for literary value, I recommend any of her books® There is 
a lot to be read in their totality, 3500 pages, but not a page 
is boring® Eventually you may learn to like the John Galt Oath?,

"I swear by my life and my love of it that I will never 
live for the sake of another man, nor ask another man to live 
for mine o”

—rich brown—
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Before we get into this I just want to say a few words here, 
vital to public interest; bo few letters did X recleve on SA^ #18, 
bestest, most wonderfulest issue, that I just sort of threw up 
all over t e place,, Thank you for your kind attention*

Bsr loWc Stiles: 1309 Second. Avenue New Mork 28, 1^.1.
1 have never made a comment or Sam although I have read each 

issue fom cover to cover* I guess I’m prejudiced as I think the 
editor/author/artist is The Mosto ((Aw gee, Mao))

Since he requested a comment, I must toy that to ask one’s 
parent to comment show maturity! Each issue has shown more adult 
thought and planning, Why, however, did Steve think that he had 
(1) fooled me about his illness prior to the Discon, and (2) that 
we would hove kept him from going when we knew how much it meant 
for him to attend? Tsk-tsk*
Gretchen Schwenn, >17 Moon NE, Albuquerque , Mexico o/xlP 
((This is, I presume, a reaction to my comments to Bob Lichtman 
end Walt Gillis re the Peace Movement.))

One does not engage in political actions with the hope of 
instantaneous results, I think* One hopes for a change in people, 
noted over time, & one that they may not even attribute correctly 
to its sourceo

Doing a brave thing, or a right thing, may if one is lucky 
lead only to indifferent responses, or if unlucky to gruesome 
martyrdom (pain is nothing, death is martyrdom), but it does have 
results? take Gandhi, or a man more obscure in his time, the 
centuries-later famous X (of Xmas, an abbreviation of the Middle 
Ages, X=cross=Christ)» ((Neither of the two have eradicated ware. 
Gandhi’s beliefs being betrayed by Nehru in 1962*))

The trouble is, everyone wants quick results & complete 
comprehensiono That’s not the way the animal works*

For everyone who believes in loving his neighbor, a thousand 
believe in killing him if he’s a heretics Still, there’s a satis
faction in having read the truuh, or having lived the truth*



Tom Perrys 4018 Laurel Avenue? Omaha 11* Nebraska
I loved the lino at the bottom of page four or whatever—"said 

Tom/’ you know* I hope it will turn off the “swifties” kick- It is 
a perfect little gem of a liho, illustrating the basic artificial
ity of this kind of humor? which bothers me even though Willis and 
crew have been able to do pretty well with it* ((v/hat do you think 
of those idiotic ’grape” jokes?;) Isn’t it odd that,, jhile puns 
are held in low esteem by the genei’al public, when some set form 
for them comes along they become very popular? I think particular 
of the ”deft-nitions” or ’’daffy-nitions'’ or whatever that the mass 
magazines love.; of the ghodawful feghoots; and of a strange form of 
punning that saw light about ten years ago in ‘which familas pieces 
like nursery tales were re-told in words that combined to sound like 
the original words; ’’Once upon a time/’ for instance, would be 
rendered, “wants pawn term/’ or something like that* Possibly the 
shallowest form of punningo ((If I weren’t so terribly bad at 
punning9you might've seen a hilarious editorial interruption at 
this joints.)

Basically I suspect that most people don’t like puns because 
they miss the really good ones that appear in conversation* Gillis 
in his TA^F report commented how hew York fans didn’t seem amused 
□t some of his attempts, so that he stopped idaking them until he 
returned to the company of punsters* I suspect that it was less 
thattheydidn’t appreciate puns than that they didn’t notice them* 
I myself have sometimes had to reread a willis piece over and over 
before grokking all the puns* (At least I hope I eventually under
stand them all*)

Bichard Mann, 131 Belt Road? AFO, NY OOGOv
I recieved Sam #10 the or her day, and was happy to see that it 

finally got here* You know? I had just about given up hope of ever 
seeing another copy* I should have known betters after all, everyone 
knows that faneds are dependable (?)* The repro was good, and your 
artwork was? as usual? very good* Your art seems to grow on me* At 
first it seemed very childish? but the more I see of it9 the more I 
appreciate it* The cover was interesting? and must have been the 
product of loads of work* Same goes for the bacover* The other pic 
that caught my attention was the one on page**** Guess what* You 
don’t number your pages, you sneaky thing* Is there some kind of 
nefarious? secret purpose behind that? ((No*)) Anyway, I liked 
mucho the pic on the same page as the Bob Lichtman letter* I haven’t 
the slightest idea why, but I seem to like your little squares and 
stuff in the background*

Sometimes I wonder what has become of our astronauts* And the U*S* 
Senate* Just think, if certain people win we will have as Senators, 
along with AuH20 (my sense of originality compels me) such men of 
outstanding political background as John Glenn, who will be the first 
Senator to have orbitted the earth, and Wilkinson, who will be .

. jjbxbtxx® a genius in backroom manuevers and passing (the buck, 
natch)* The Senate gets nuttier every day* Events, of course, will 
prove me wrong* ((Insomuch as your letter was dated January 20* you’ve 
proved yourself a gen}j3s in the prediction department; Glenn, as you 
know, was forced to give up his political plans* Oh well? maybe 
someday they’ll put the Senate, in orbit*))



Mae S„ Shelkov, Las Barrancas, Aschomnga, Ourduua, Argentina
You know, lad, your magazine is charming. • .so young! And that’s 

not meant as an offense. CHY seems to have fans writing in of all 
ages, add its tone generally leaves me in awe....it’s so mature. 
But. though you have CHYers writing in to you too, I note, there 
isn’t yet that spirit of heated bickering that goes on constantly 
in CRY. ((I’m working on that.))

I do think that WWW is a genius with his captions and sly 
remarks, and I have wondered if the Cry letter columns would stay 
afloat if he weren’t doing the censoring and coordinating,, I know 
he does a beaut of a job on my letters...the originals I send are 
more pedantic and redundant and all. I wish I could pick WWW for 
an editor! He’d be able to salvage even my own bubbly, unpublish
able works.

Nonetheless, though I don’t know his age, he is older than 
you, no doubt (despite someone saying he’s twelve years old), and 
so do you too, it’s just a question of time before your ideas and 
opinions begin jelling and you suddenly wake up, one morning, 
mature. ((As mature as Wally Weber?))

Clarka, 9 Bancroft Street, Aylmer Ea9t$ Quebec, Canada 
Your "Discon Report" is a good one, in the Grand Tradition

of Stiles Reports-- especially the great nasty Put-Down of "Tom" 
and his Big Breakthrough; I hope you’ll tell me, in a Secret 
fersonal identity of this "Tom", so that I won’t inadvertently 
invite him to one of the Aylmer Conventions. Maybe I have already, 
though. Don’t tell me it was Boyd Raeburn! ((No. And by the way/ 
the Tom Story continues; rumor has it that he was in charge of 
making the arrangements for the Disclave this year, but instead 
suddenly got Religion, and went around spreading the Word, instead 
of attending to convention business. Ho Disclave this year.)

Ha! Ha! Steve Stiles, you spelled "inimitable 
as "unimitatablc.," in your "Fanac 1"; don’t say I 
didn’t warn you. ((You did, didn’t you?)) I wish, 

you had told us more about your 
"a guy named Carlos" than about your 
a. guy named "Harlan". I wish you had 

though, 
meeting 
meeting 
told us 
Is he a 
Ellis?))

that 
with 
with 
more 
fan?

about this guy, "Lee Thorin," too 
(( Whatever happened to Georgina

Harry Warner, 423 Summit Ave., Hagerstown, Hd.
I have been trying to remember if any New 

York fan ever issued two fanzines of major 
proportions in such close proximity. It must be 
a long time;-, unless some Voids came closer 
together than they stand in my memory. I can’t 
remember how long it had been since the arrival 
of the previous Sam, but it seems like only a 
trice at the most and I gather from some editor
ial remarks that even you are surprised.



Moreover, this issue lias the faintest possible whiff of any 
number of dittoed fanzines of fond memory, like Twig and Masque 
and maybe some more, causing me to get even deeper emeshed in the 
sensation that all fandom is a single entity that puts out psuedo- 
pods which in turn put out fanzines, existing over the widest area 
not only geographically but also chronologicallyo

Your Discon report was quite pleasant to reado We have something 
in common, as the only fans who cast aspersions on the grandeur of 
Hiltons as reflected by the Statlero I kept hoping that the unpleasant 
man in the Harrell suite would turn out to be that ohe-time 
Seattle fan who later became a librarian somewhere0 Like you, I was 
much surprized to find Ed -ood so different in person from his 
paper incarnationo We talked for at least a half hour outside one 
of the parties one night, first comparing notes of how we had 
ingeniously escaped being crushed to death, then finding common 
opinions on many things to contrast with the differences we’d felt 
about opinions on the matters that had gone into print0 I had more 
trouble with the old folks convention than with the kids°0 A four
some cornered me at the elevator one morning and began a conversation 
that sounded as if it were plagiarized from a John O’Hara story, 
refusing to let me go until I promised them that I was going to 
desert my own convention and join theirs immediatelyo

Les Gerber is most entertaining,, But it°s not nice that no fan 
has drawn the obvious moral from the various reports on what Asimov 
said when he discovered-or pretended to discover~that he had won a 
Hugo* A dozen persons listening intently to the same sentence will 
hear a dozen different versions of it. Yet these same dozen persons 
will grow furious when a newspaper publishes a statement that they 
can prove to be inaccurateo Maybe the moral is that the newspaper 
is a father image and Issac is not, although logic would indicate 
that it should be the other way around, since Isaac is old enough 
and looks genial enough to be the father of most fans at a 
convention and I°ve never seen a newspaper yet that resembles either 
Asimov or th® typical American parent0 ((Perhaps it’s most 
enfuriating when a newspaper publishes an inaccuracy to back up 
its own particular political credo.))

Mike Deckinger, 14 2alem Courts Metuchen, Hew Jersey
Berti and Bussell may be an astute philosopher and a determined 

crusador, but I’d be very reluctant to give him my vote as ’’greatest 
man in the world”0 Lord Russell has displayed a disarming lack of 
intelligence by his publicity-seeking imprisonments in the name of 
the Ban-the-Bomb-erso His sum total physical activity seems to 
consist of parading with the Ban-the-Bomb-ers and parroting their 
irrational demandso I too believe that the cause of peace is the 
most significant thing one can work for, but I think it can be 
achieved in a way better than demanding that one or two countries 
give up their nuclear arsenal first, and then blithely wait for the 
others to duplicate the efforto Somehow I just don’t think this 
utopian premise will ever work out that wayo If this is what 
Bertrand Russell honestly believes, then his knowledge of human 
nature needs bolsteringo ((Aw, who listens to a jailbird, anyhow?))



Joe Filati* c/o- Tosv Perrys ya • —
I might have dug Phe Bouncing Bird in Sam9 a little more had 

I been a regular recipient of The Flying Frog. But the only Flying 
Frog I ever saw was a copy I read over at Ted White’s. I can recall 
vividly that day when I arrived at.the White manse, having spent 
three hours previous at John Boardman’s discussing radical politics. 
I had h^d just a slight pvej&dse of radical politics, come to think 
of it.- And when/I‘capie upon’that, unprep os sing little fanzine full of 
mainisms* and demmpriihms abbu^-/hed Floors ,'none of it reached me—I 
mean I couldn’t faimishly ’ empathize—because my mind had been 
numbed by so much Vito Marcantonio and Trotskyite Youth Group and 
Young Progressive LoVestoneites babble. I thought ’’Red Floor” in the 
Frog was an oblique reference to a particularly subversive section 
of an apartment co-op on Allerton Avenue, which, according to Mr. 
Boardman, was still a haven for a lot of big name Leftists. Anyways, 
that’s why I was mostly bewildered by The Bouncing Bird: you can’t 
expect to enjoy a lampoon when you’ve never really looked at the 
thing being lampooned. But I can tell you that you’re all wrong 
about the meaning of "Plus ca change, plus c’est la memo chose." 
In reality,(as we used to say in Kurtzman comics,, it means "I’m 
the Old Fart who founded the first Science Fiction Magazine§ and 
I’ve been been paid handsomely to plug Mercury Presso”

"Gafia House" was a very successful evocative mood piece. I am 
against faan-fiction as a rule; I regard it as pointless affectation 
and and self conscious navel-contemplation, and particularly 
repulsive when lightheartness is absent and it is written in mock 
solemnity. But I found your story very sensitive and very good.

Frank Wilimczyk wonders if Felix the Cat was ever drawn by 
Kelly or someone with a style "remarkably similar." Well, gee, I’ve 
always thought of Pat Sullivan (the first artist for Felix, whose



work was still used in the Toby Press comics until the middle 
fifties5 and who still get a credit line as creator” when the 
Felix concession shifted to Dell and Harvey) as a comic artist 
whose work rivalled Kelly’s from the visual standpoint, completely 
ignoring the mediocrity of his scripts* For a long, long time— 
and because of Sullivan—Felix was sort of a whimsical adventure 
strip., and the title character was endowe- with all sorts of 
magical powers* But by itself that comment is misleading? the 
strange, unearthly things Felix could do were always so ridiculous 
that the strip (or the movie cartoons, also by Sullivan) could never 
be taken seriously,, Felix had a "bag of tricks" King Features 
still syndicates the strip, or a pale imitation thereof, abysmally 
drown end miserably written by a nothing cartoonist named Joe 
Orloloe It has degenerated into a putrid "domestic-situation- 
vith-precocious-nephews" strip; you could use most of the caption 
balloons in Blondie and get away with it*
((On Sam //10:))

The Discon report was pretty-good, like most of-your fannish-- 
reportage, because you’re not hung up on "reportorial balance*" 
I mean you’re not reluctant to dismiss some event the Con Committee 
or fans in general might regard as super-significant, and you0re 
capable of devoting considerable space to something like the
*Anger* of Dave Van Arnam, which is earth-shattering from a subject
ive point of view mostly, (Yes, your account of the uncharacteristic 
consternation of Dave Van A* perplexed an amused me,too* 1 
remember Dave from the Rew Years® Party as an amiable, bespectacled 
and crewcut gremlin who sat backwards in chairs and clutched a 
quart of beer with all the possessiveness that befits a true Fan*)

"Gerberings:" Les is trying too hard* He knows he’s a Serious 
Young K'ian*

Gary Deindorfer, 40 Atterbury Avenue, Trenton Hew Jersey 03618
Liked this issue, Stiles gusto and verve evident, exudative* 

Gerber here LG through and through. The Case for Precognition is 
a fine thing* The Bat—lean’s Best reads like something either 
Demraon, Les G* or Deindorfer would write, Les Gerber the least 
likely to do* Lucy reminds me ob Babs Streisand, und v*versa* 
Visa vivisectionis*

Fanac not so good as previous Fanac #1, or as any of 
following Fanac8s* (Art Comment: Ted White now has less hair than 
caricature of Ted White does* Walter Breen now has more hair than 
caricature of Walter Breen does*) ((That’s no art comment!))

Don’t worry about your image* The Real uan does not need an 
Image* Are you a real man? You’re certainly pretty serious minded 
most of the time* I mean, you are * And y u come across that way in 
print most frequently 'when you are trying to be funny* So small 
wonder Bob C* said what he said; & small wonder you replied with 
what you said* That’s the score though-- breaking the labels down*

>Vhat con were you at? Doesn’t sound as much fun as my con, but 
we won’t cempare experience for experience* I was wondering where 



you were most of the time, now I know-. Wqw, trillings Sorry 
you didn’t take to well-meant Fun Testo Wish to hell^you had 
left when you wanted to, instead of latero Typical of the fan 
outlook, I suppose, that one complains four months later on^ 
paper when he failed to complain at the time* Make trouble for 
yourself so you can write about it latere You would expect an 
apology, I suspecto Woo woo, Stiles paper humor« Break! ((Bitter, 
bitter, bitters Haughty, naughty, naughty!))

Noticea demon kNight reacting hostilely to bhob’s film. He 
said ”Gad!", laughed sarcastically and walked out of the roomo 
I was standing beside him, I liked the film, I ■ •

The stenciling talk was good enough, but there was no question 
period, for this of all panels, Since"when tto skip back to 
something I just noticed;, are Ingroup Jokes out this year? They 
have been mor© in vogue this year than any other year i can 
think of, I could name ten popular ones right now, (But I won^t^ 
you may,) 1 J

Frank Avenue, New York.ls
Your Santa Claus thing is not really a "Big City” dilemma, 

though it9s decidedly a modern one. When I was a kid, we didn9t 
even have television, but we did have chimneys, Not for fireplaces, 
though (th® first time I can remember seeing a real, working 
fireplace was in New York City)— what everybody had then was 
coalstoves, which had stovepipe size chimneys, I remember 
sorrying about that a bit, but finally decided he’d come in 
through a window, or maybe a backdoor, ((When I was a kid—not 
so long <ago—we had a cardboard fireplace that S,Claus was 
supposed to come down. We knew it wasn°t real, but supposed it 
worked by sympathic magic, or something,. Sounds like something 
Campbell might°ve dreamed up, but being a realistic child I 
always thought there was a secret trapdoor in the things)) 
(( "sympathic” is spelled “sympathetic)) Reminds me, though— 
more recently, (wll, about ten years ago) I did a Christmas 
card with Santa Claus tripping over a TV antenna, and cursing-;. ._■> 
awayo I guess it’s been done since, but at 4he time it seemed 3 ‘ 
like a novel idea^ :< ./
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Well, that just about 
finishes the letter columno 
If it was just a few 
lines longer this page 
would've been filled up 
nicely« We Also Heard 
From Ji$ & Ann Ashe* who 
desire more about science 
fiction in these pages; 
folks, I said it before & 
I’ll say it again: I dig 
sof<j, but am bored, to tears • 
reading about it,Fhil 
Harrell/ whose letter I 
couldn’t understand, and 
Lenny Kaye. Write again-,

niipr7/^'






